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User generated texts on the web are freely-available and lucrative sources of data for language technol-
ogy researchers. Unfortunately, these texts are often dominated by informal writing styles and the lan-
guage used in user generated content poses processing difficulties for natural language tools.
Experienced performance drops and processing issues can be addressed either by adapting language tools
to user generated content or by normalizing noisy texts before being processed. In this article, we propose
a Turkish text normalizer that maps non-standard words to their appropriate standard forms using a
graph-based methodology and a context-tailoring approach. Our normalizer benefits from both contex-
tual and lexical similarities between normalization pairs as identified by a graph-based subnormalizer
and a transformation-based subnormalizer. The performance of our normalizer is demonstrated on a
tweet dataset in the most comprehensive intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations reported so far for
Turkish. In this article, we present the first graph-based solution to Turkish text normalization with a
novel context-tailoring approach, which advances the state-of-the-art results by outperforming other
publicly available normalizers. For the first time in the literature, we measure the extent to which the
accuracy of a Turkish language processing tool is affected by normalizing noisy texts before being pro-
cessed. An analysis of these extrinsic evaluations that focus on more than one Turkish NLP task (i.e.,
part-of-speech tagger and dependency parser) reveals that Turkish language tools are not robust to noisy
texts and a normalizer leads to remarkable performance improvements once used as a preprocessing tool
in this morphologically-rich language.
� 2022 Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a phenomenal growth of user gen-
erated data coming from a wide spectrum of web sources. Many
people have been sharing their thoughts and feelings over different
platforms more frequently than ever and information of varying
modalities has been flowing over the web every day. The evolution
of interpersonal communication with the advent of social media
and online forums [25] contributes to that rapid volume growth.
Soon after, this web content has received much attention by lan-
guage researchers who recognize the potential of harvesting user
generated texts for various commercial applications such as opin-
ion mining [57,75], marketing intelligence [71,3], and language
identification [68]. However, for language processing tasks that
rely on well structured texts and predictable language constructs,
this user generated content is often unsuitable as data. The newly
shaped communication preference of millions of users has elicited
the birth of a new social language which does not comfort to spel-
ling and grammar rules of standard written languages. For
instance, user generated noisy texts often contain initialisms
(e.g., ‘AMA’ for ‘ask me anything’), phonetic substitutions (e.g., ‘4’
for ‘for’), and non-standard words (e.g.,‘comin’ for ‘coming’). Many
factors affect the nature of this non-standard language and the way
in which it is changing, including the characteristics of social
media platforms, the age, gender, and educational level of users,
and social influences between groups of users [5,23,30].

User generated content has opened a new research avenue for
speech and language processing communities, namely handling
unstructured and noisy real texts [73]. The variety at different lin-
guistics levels from morphological and grammatical formations to
semantics of conversations in user generated texts makes analysis
of data with traditional techniques more challenging and use of
previous language tools (e.g., named entity recognizers [66,48],
text to speech synthesizers [63], dependency parsers [27,79], and
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part-of-speech taggers [31,61]) less effective. For instance, consider

the Turkish sentence ‘‘iii geceler allah rahatlik wersin”. Once all
non-standard words (underlined) are converted to their standard
forms (i.e., ‘‘_Iyi geceler, Allah rahatlık versin.”), the sentence can
be translated into English as ‘‘Good night, God gives comfort.”.
Unfortunately, popular translators Google Translate and Microsoft
Bing Translator, cannot properly handle this sentence and translate
it as ‘‘iii nights god peace wersin” and ‘‘iii Nights god relax”. Two par-
ticular approaches are widely used to address the adherence of lan-
guage tools to well structured texts [69]: i) the adaptation of a tool
to user generated content by retraining with clean and noisy texts
[31,44] and ii) the correction of noisy texts (i.e., normalization)
before being processed despite the loss of some valuable informa-
tion (e.g., style and phonological variation for sociolinguistic anal-
ysis [49]).

Previous normalization research has addressed the task using
different unsupervised and supervised approaches including noisy
channel [16,8] and machine translation [64,52] models. Rule-based
and graph-based [40,72] approaches have also been proposed as
unsupervised solutions to the problem. Recent research efforts
have shifted towards capturing contextual word similarities using
embeddings and applying various deep-learning normalization
models to user generated content. Recurrent neural networks
[80] and sequence to sequence networks [41] were some promi-
nent architectures explored in this direction. Various natural lan-
guages have been in focus of earlier studies (e.g., English [51],
Dutch [14], and Slovene [52]), but the effectiveness of proposed
solutions varied significantly from one language to another. Unfor-
tunately, Turkish normalization research is not yet mature enough
with a limited number of studies [24,36,62], and the lack of com-
mon evaluation benchmarks and publicly available resources are
two obstacles that slow down the advancements in the field.

This article presents our research work on normalizing Turkish
noisy texts where we address lexical normalization by substituting
each non-standard word token in a sentence with its standard ren-
dering. We define a word token as non-standard if it does not have
a dictionary entry or its surface form cannot be obtained by follow-
ing Turkish morphotactics and ortographic realizations. These non-
standard words are often intentionally generated for various rea-
sons (e.g., the length limit in Twitter or general conventions in
SMS messages) and normalizing them is far beyond what spell
checkers can perform. All sorts of missing (bi!bir(one)) or repeti-
tive characters (güzellllllll!güzel(beautiful)), phonetic substitu-
tions (capon!japon(Japanese)), typos/misspellings (e.g.,
geliyroum!geliyorum(I am coming)), single word abbreviations
(tmm!tamam(ok)), and slang words (efso!efsane(legend)) are
addressed by this work1. We consider only one-to-one word trans-
formations [50] (e.g., poroje!proje (project)) and leave one-to-many
(e.g., nzm!ne zaman (when)) transformations untouched during
normalization.

Turkish is an agglutinative language and its productive inflec-
tional and derivational morphology enables the generation of hun-
dreds of distinct surface forms from the same word stem [37]. A
large dictionary due to the proliferation of surface forms and typ-
ically long sequences of morphemes make it unfeasable to use a
lookup table for detecting non-standard Turkish words in user gen-
erated texts. Moreover, due to the richness in the surface forms of
Turkish words, multiple standard words might appear as possible
normalization candidates for a single ill-formed word. This inevita-
bly results in the need for a sophisticated selection approach. In
addition, some language-specific issues make developing an unsu-
pervised normalization solution very challenging. For instance,
1 In all of the examples, a non-standard word (left) and its standard form (right) are
separated by the ! symbol.

2

omitting diacritic signs from words is a normalization issue fre-
quently observed in user generated Turkish texts. Using a deasci-
ifier might not solve all issues since some Turkish words only
differ in terms of diacritic signs (e.g., asıl (principal) $ asil (noble),
koy (put)$ köy (village)). Therefore, the semantic contribution of a
word to the sentence should be examined in order to determine
whether the word is written by omitting diacritic signs and hence
should be normalized. Finally, Turkish is a low-resourced language
and the lack of large-scale annotated datasets hinders rapid devel-
opment of supervised normalization studies despite immense
practical needs. All these factors thus lead to a rather complex nor-
malization task in Turkish.

In order to develop a generalizable unsupervised Turkish nor-
malizer, we follow a methodology that was successfully practiced
before, where non-standard words in noisy texts are first identified
and then restored to appropriate standard words [39,26]. Our nor-
malizer benefits from a morphological analyzer and a named entity
recognizer in identifying non-standard words. Our work has a
modular design consisting of different subnormalizers, each with
its own focus of interest. Lists of normalization candidates pro-
duced by these subnormalizers are merged into a single list where
candidate corrections are sorted according to a similarity score.
Our work then uses the standard word with the highest similarity
score for normalization. We argue that contextual and lexical sim-
ilarities between a non-standard word and its appropriate correc-
tion are of great importance for normalization and thus benefit
from these similarities in selecting the candidate correction that
yields the highest similarity. A bipartite graph acquired from a cor-
pus of clean and noisy texts is used to model contextual appear-
ances of words, and random walks are performed over this graph
in order to determine standard words that appear in similar con-
texts with the word to be normalized. Our approach utilizes a con-
text tailoring methodology in cases where a complete context
match is not found while exploring the graph. In order to identify
lexically similar candidates, character-based edit operations are
applied to non-standard words as our best effort to capture lexical
variations in a very broad range.

The representational power of graphs has been widely used in
language processing research for many years [56]. Several success-
ful studies have effectively explored similarities and revealed reg-
ularities in the application domain by utilizing nodes and edges to
represent concepts and entities. Graphs have been adapted to var-
ious problems such as plagiarism detection [60], text summariza-
tion [6], word sense disambiguation [45], and text normalization
[40]. However, graph-based solutions are often costly in terms of
computation time, complexity, and scalability. In order to address
normalization over our bipartite graph in a computationally
acceptable fashion, we use our context tailoring approach to select
the starting node(s) of random walks, benefit from contextual sim-
ilarities in order to restrict transitions between nodes, and put
some restrictions on random walks (e.g., the number of maximum
steps that can be taken).

The contributions of this work, which is strongly improved over
our earlier work [19] in several directions, can be summarized as:

� We propose a graph-based normalization methodology that
melds contextual and lexical similarities between non-
standard and standard words using a novel context-tailoring
approach.

� We achieve the state of the art performance (79.40% f-measure
and 95.73% accuracy) on a test corpus of 1430 Turkish tweets as
compared to other reference Turkish normalizers and provide
an in-depth performance analysis of our normalizer over this
corpus.
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� We conduct the first-ever extrinsic evaluations on Turkish nor-
malization by comparing the outputs of two language process-
ing tools (i.e., a part-of-speech tagger and a dependency parser)
before and after normalization. We report an f-measure
improvement of 19.25% in part-of-speech tagging and 33.07%
in dependency parsing which reveals that normalization elimi-
nates the need for application targeted retraining up to some
degree.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. 2 discusses
related work on text normalization. 3 describes our normalizer in
detail and 4 presents our intrinsic and extrinsic experiments.
Finally, 5 concludes the article.
2. Related Work

Some pioneering normalization works defined the problem as a
noisy channel model, where a standard word is assumed to be cor-
rupted while being transferred through a noisy channel [42,8]. In
this model, conditional probabilities of all candidate corrections
given the non-standard word are computed and the one with the
highest probability is selected for correction. A Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) was proposed by Choudhury et al. [12] in order to
characterize the noisy channel where SMS messages are distorted
with intentional shortenings and unintentional typos. In another
noisy channel approach [16], a mixture model was used to capture
all observed word formations in SMS messages. Linguistic observa-
tions specific to each word formation category (e.g., stylistic varia-
tions and prefix clippings) were modeled explicitly by a distinct
model and these models were combined in a Naive Bayes formula-
tion. A log-linear model [76] which allows arbitrary features was
applied to characterize relations between standard and non-
standard words in an unsupervised noisy channel approach. Fea-
ture weights were trained by sequential Monte Carlo in a
maximum-likelihood framework in order to overcome large label
space, and the local context was handled via a language model.

Previous research also handled normalization as a machine
translation problem from non-standard to standard words [64].
The work presented in [2] used a phrase-based statistical machine
translation model to normalize English SMS texts at the token
level, whereas the work on normalizing Slovene tweets [52] used
a character-level statistical translation system. The combination
of token level and character level translations in a cascaded frame-
work [14] was shown to be successful in normalizing Dutch user
generated content. Despite their effectiveness, machine translation
approaches require large amount of parallel training data which is
hard and time-consuming to gather (if not readily available) from
constantly evolving user generated content.

Some previous works handled the normalization task as a two-
step process. In the first step, standard word candidates for a non-
standard word were identified in order to build a confusion set and
the best candidate from this set was selected in the following
decoding step. Both in candidate selection and decoding steps, dif-
ferent approaches were explored. In one of the earlier works [35],
the IBM-similarity function, where the longest common subse-
quence between two strings are normalized by the edit distance
of their consonant skeletons, was utilized to select candidate
words from a dictionary. In the decoding step, an n-gram language
model was used to find the most probable path over the confusion
network built for the sentence that contains non-standard words. A
cognitively-driven normalization system incorporated letter trans-
formation [51], visual priming, and string/phonetic similarity
approaches in order to obtain the set of candidate corrections for
a non-standard word [50]. The best candidate was selected by
using local contexts in Viterbi decoding. Another work [39] bene-
3

fited from character and phonemic edit distances to select candi-
date words from a dictionary and ranked them based on a
trigram language model. All n-gram contexts obtained from a large
Web corpus were used to select the best candidate from the iden-
tified set by matching contexts of most-frequent n-grams with the
non-standard word’s left and right contexts.

A significant amount of research focused on word representa-
tions to capture domain-specific contextual similarities between
non-standard and standard words [17]. These representations
were induced from linear or non-linear embeddings (e.g., neural
networks) [46]. As a consequence of the success of deep learning
in several language tasks, recurrent neural networks [80,13], con-
volutional neural networks [78], and sequence to sequence learn-
ing [41] were applied to text normalization. In a recent work
[55], one of the most popular contextual language models, namely
BERT, was shown to be effective in normalizing user-generated
noisy texts. The normalization task was defined as a token map-
ping between non-standard and standard words, and for this pur-
pose two new word piece alignment methods were developed.
Moreover, the language model was trained with noisy texts (only
3000 sentences) and then fine tuned with their standard forms.
Evaluation studies revealed that the system achieved competitive
results as compared to other studies that rely on large-scale data-
sets or external modules such as normalization lexicons.

Our work is closely related to the line of research that utilizes
graphs for capturing contextual similarities between non-
standard and standard words. In [72], contextual similarities were
modeled via a word-association graph and their lexical similarities
were measured via longest common subsequence ratio and edit
distance metrics. Our work differs from this work in various
aspects such as not using part-of-speech information in identifying
contextual similarities and processing all words within a sentence
at the same time. We benefited from the graph representation pro-
posed in [40], where words and their contexts (defined in terms of
n-grams) were represented as nodes in different bipartites. In that
work, random walks were performed over the graph to induce a
normalization lexicon, which was later used to generate word con-
fusion sets for non-standard words during normalization. The main
drawback of the approach is that it generates the same confusion
set for a word no matter in which context it appears. Moreover,
contexts that differ only in one word (even with the same part-
of-speech) are treated as if they are two dissimilar contexts with-
out a single common word. Four key features make our normalizer
unique: i) a context tailoring approach for deciding from where to
start random walks, ii) different contextual and lexical similarity
measures, iii) no limit on the space of extracted n-grams, and iv)
an on-the-fly normalization rather than word lattices.

Only a few recent studies focused on Turkish noisy text normal-
ization. The cascaded approach [24] used seven normalization lay-
ers (e.g., vowel restoration and accent normalization) to generate a
single candidate for a non-standard word, where each layer han-
dles a particular kind of normalization edit type seen in noisy texts.
The system incorporated rule-based techniques, machine learning
approaches, and statistical models, and was evaluated on different
datasets. Similarly, a rule-based normalization approach was used
in a recent work [43] where recurrent character, deasciification,
and deaccenting problems are mainly targeted. Distributed repre-
sentations of words were utilized in [36] to capture contextual
similarities between words, and these similarities then formed
the basis of a normalization lexicon induced from a collection of
news. Words in a noisy text were normalized according to this lex-
icon via a Viterbi decoder. Moreover, an encoder-decoder recurrent
neural network model was trained on a Twitter dataset in order to
induce error types automatically and to normalize noisy texts
given as input. In another work [77], a variety of techniques (e.g.,
lexical similarity and language model based contextual similarity)
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was used to handle different Turkish normalization issues. One
recent work focused only on diacritic restoration as the normaliza-
tion edit type [62]. Given a non-standard word, correction candi-
dates were produced via a decision list and then sorted according
to a similarity score computed over distributed word representa-
tions. A machine translation based approach was also explored in
Turkish normalization [15]. Non-standard words were initially
normalized using orthographic character replacement rules, and
then translated into standard forms via a character level MT sys-
tem (both statistical MT and neural MT). Finally, these words were
restored to proper letter cases via a recaser. Unfortunately, the cur-
rent state of the art is still far from providing a clear picture of the
problem and in need of many additional results since perfor-
mances of these Turkish specific normalization systems were eval-
uated on a diverse set of test corpora (mostly tweet corpora). Our
approach significantly differs from these research efforts in two
ways. First, our work has the ability to produce more than one nor-
malization candidate for a non-standard word, and hence can also
be used as a spell checker depending on user needs. Second, our
work can normalize a non-standard word by relying totally on con-
textual features or lexical features of the word. The decision of
which features should be used and how they should be weighted
relative to each other is left to users.
3. Turkish Text Normalizer

Our work separates normalization task into three consecutive
steps [39,18]: i) the detection of non-standard words, ii) the gener-
ation of candidate corrections for each identified non-standard
word, and iii) the selection of best candidates for normalization.
3.1. Non-standard Word Detection

For deploying a non-standard word detection method, fully
relying on external resources like well-constructed word lexicons
or tree structures might be a good choice for languages with less
complicated word formations such as English [40] and Malay
[67]. However, building such resources with wide coverage is not
feasible for the morphologically rich language Turkish. Moreover,
it is also challenging to distinguish non-standard words that
should be left unnormalized such as named entities [39]. Inline
with previous research [74,62], we first preprocess and tokenize
a given sentence into word tokens, and then send these tokens to
a Turkish morphological analyzer. All words that cannot be decom-
posed into a sequence of morphemes by the analyzer are identified
as non-standard. The morphological analyzer explores all possible
ways of forming a sequence that consists of a word stem from its
lexicon and suffixes as guided by morphotactics and ortographic
rules. If a word is not ill-formed, the analyzer returns at least one
possible morpheme sequence. From among all words that are iden-
tified as non-standard, we eliminate those that are recognized as
proper nouns by a Turkish named entity recognizer. Although
applying this approach to noisy texts is not error-free (e.g., some
proper nouns are identified as non-standard words), it is more
applicable to Turkish than a standard lexicon lookup approach.
2 This graph is built only once before being used for normalization.
3.2. Candidate Word Generation

At the core of our candidate generation approach lies three gen-
eral characteristic relations between a non-standard word and its
normalization equivalence. We develop a graph-based subnormal-
izer to capture the first two relations and a transformation-based
subnormalizer to capture the third relation given below:
4

1. Shared Contexts: A non-standard word, no matter in which con-
text it is used, can be substituted by its correct normalized form
without any loss in meaning or any degrade in integrity. Thus,
contexts shared by non-standard words and their normalization
equivalences are important clues that should be explored. For
instance, substituting non-standard words ‘dogru’ and ‘dormak’
by their well-formed corrections in the following sentence
(Need to ask the right question to get the right answer) does not
cause any meaning loss:
dogru
#
do�gru

2
4

3
5 cevap almak için

dogru
#
do�gru

2
4

3
5 soruyu

dormak
#
sormak

2
4

3
5 lazım

2. Contexts of Non-Standard Words: A non-standard word might be
replaced with different standard words depending on its con-
text. Thus, the context of a non-standard word is important
and a ‘‘one-fits-all” lexicon lookup approach is not generally
applicable. For instance, the non-standard word ‘aaba’ in the
first sentence (I wonder if my mother will also like my school?)
is normalized to the word ‘acaba’ (I wonder if) whereas it is nor-
malized as ‘araba’ (car) in the second sentence (Driving car is a
great pleasure for me):
aaba
#
acaba

2
4

3
5 annem de okulumu sevecek mi?.

aaba
#
araba

2
4

3
5 sürmek benim için büyük keyif

3. Character-Based Transformations: Non-standard words and their
invocabulary forms are lexically or phonetically similar. There-
fore, character-based transformations (i.e., insertion, deletion,
or substitution) can be applied to a word in order to produce
its non-standard forms. These edit operations might be pho-
netic, graphemic, typographic, etc. [50]. For instance, the non-
standard word ‘ailelerne’ can be produced from two different
standard words as follows:

ailelere (to families) )inserting‘n’
ailelerne

ailelerine (to their families) )deleting‘i’
ailelerne

3.2.1. Graph-based Subnormalizer
Our graph-based subnormalizer extracts words and their con-

texts from an unannotated raw text collection (both clean and
noisy texts) and builds a bipartite graph (Corpora_Graph) that
reflects their co-occurrences in the collection2. All n-gram word
sequences (might contain zero or more non-standard words) are
extracted from the collection, and all words at the center of these
sequences are represented as word nodes in the first bipartite and
their filtered contexts (obtained by removing the center word) are
represented as context nodes in the second bipartite. A word node
and a context node are connected with an undirected edge if the
word appears in that context and the edge weight represents the
co-occurrence count of the pair. For instance, 1 shows a Cor-
pora_Graph constructed from a set of 5-gram sequences. The word
nodes Word2, Word4, and Word5 represent non-standard Turkish
words whereas nodes Word1 and Word3 represent standard words.
A context node might be connected to more than one word node
(e.g., Cntx1) and such contexts are ‘‘shared contexts” between differ-
ent words. To guarantee that every word has a context no matter



Fig. 1. Corpora_Graph built from a set of 5-gram word sequences.

Fig. 2. Similar contexts.

3 In such cases, no walk is performed.
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where it appears in the sentence, we introduce the symbol£ to rep-
resent missing words. For instance, consider the sentence ‘‘bugünn
oğlumu gösterisi için hazırlıyıp fotoğraflarını çekeceğim” (Today, I
will prepare my son for his show and take his photos). Since no words
precede the first word (‘bugünn’), missing word symbols are used to
represent this fact in its filtered context: ½£;£,oğlumu, gösterisi�
(½£;£,my son, his show�).

We perform a number of random walks over the graph in order
to find standard words that are contextually similar to a non-
standard word. The node from where a random walk starts (start-
ing node) is of great importance in a dense graph with so many
nodes and connections if the number of steps that can be taken
is limited. It is straightforward to select the node representing
non-standard word as the starting node (if exists). However, this
approach would fail in utilizing valuable information about the
word context. As one of our novelties, we follow a comprehensive
selection approach to decide where to start randomwalks and how
to initially select the first transition from a starting node:

� If the non-standard word appears in the graph, its connected
context nodes are identified. If any of these neighbours is the

same with the filtered context of the word, that context node
forms the only starting node. Otherwise, the context of the
non-standard word is tailored in turns until similar contexts
are found from among neighbour context nodes. At each turn,
all possible contexts obtained by relaxing the restriction put
by a single word in tailored contexts of the previous turn are

used. The context nodes that are found to be similar form the
set of starting nodes. However, if no context is found to be sim-
ilar until the tailoring threshold is reached, the word node cor-
responding to the non-standard word is identified as the only
starting node.

� If the word does not appear in the graph, its filtered context is

compared to all contexts in the second bipartite. If the same
context is found, that node is identified as the starting node.

Otherwise, context nodes that are found to be similar to tailored
contexts form the set of starting nodes.

In this work, tailoring corresponds to compromising from con-
text content by relaxing constraints put by contained words. The
relaxation of a word constraint is achieved by replacing the word
with the symbol£, which in turn can match to any word (standard
or non-standard). For instance, assume that 2 shows some context
nodes (Contexts (a)-(e)) of a graph and the filtered context of a
non-standard word is Context (1). This filtered context does not
directly match to any of the contexts in the graph. However, if
we tailor this context by relaxing restrictions put by a single word,
Contexts (2)-(5) would be obtained and these tailored contexts
would be found similar to Contexts (a), (b), (c), and (e). Moreover,
5

tailoring the filtered context by relaxing any two words would pro-
duce less restricted contexts (Contexts (6)-(11)) which are similar
to a larger set of contexts (Contexts (a)-(e)) in the graph. Context
tailoring enables us to explore a larger number of similar contexts,
but the number of relaxed words reduces their similarities to the
filtered context. Nonetheless, exploring contexts that share only
a single word with the filtered context (the upper limit of word
relaxation) still poses a contextual restriction and guides the selec-
tion of a proper starting node for walks. Moreover, the number of
relaxed words is limited to eliminate obtaining contexts with a
similarity below a certain threshold.

Our approach identifies either no starting node3 or selects a sin-
gle word node or at least one context node as the starting node(s).
For instance, 1 presents glosses of non-standard words with their
contexts in the first column and lists the matching filtered or tailored
contexts of these words in the second column along with the identi-
fied starting node(s) when the graph in 1 is used. Our approach per-
forms a fixed number of random walks from each starting node,
where each walk consists of the same number of sequential steps
taken from one bipartite to another. A walk ends when a standard
word is reached or the maximum number of steps is exhausted with-
out reaching a standard word. All reached standard words within a
predetermined edit distance to the non-standard word are treated

as contextually similar. In cases where there are more than one pos-
sible transition from a node, we benefit from edge weights of the
bipartite graph in order to favour transitions between words and
contexts that co-occur frequently. We first compute transition prob-
abilities from a node to all of its neighbours. From among the nodes
with the highest computed probability, we then randomly select a
node to visit next. The transition probability (TPab) and transition
frequency (TFreqab) from node a to node b are computed as follows:

(i) TPab ¼ TFreqabP
x 2

NeighsðaÞ
TFreqax

(ii) TFreqab ¼ Edge weightab (word node a ) context node b)

(iii) TFreqab ¼ Edge weightab
FreqðbÞ (context node a ) word node b)

where Edge_weightab corresponds to the weight of the edge con-
necting nodes a and b. We penalize transitions to a common word
by taking into account its occurrence frequency (Freq(b)) in the col-
lection from which the graph is built. However, no penalty is
applied to transitions to contexts shared by many words. By divid-
ing TFreqab to the summation of all transition frequencies from
node a to its neighbours, we restrict TPab to the range [0,1]. More-
over, the degree of connections that each node has and weights
associated with these connections significantly effect transition
probability calculations. Transition probabilities4 computed over
the graph shown in 1 are listed in 2 (from word to context nodes)
S1 and S2 are of TFreq1x and of TFreq2x, respectively.



Table 1
Starting node examples.

Non-Standard Word&Cntx Matching Cntx ! Starting Node(s)

‘‘benim canım annim bi harika” [benim, canım, bi, harika]! Cntx1
‘‘benim cefakar annim seni seviyorum” [benim, £;£;£� ! Cntx1, Cntx2
‘‘dün yine babacim konus�maya geldi” None ! Word4

‘‘sonunda güzel kuziiiinimmmm ½£, güzel, £, geliyor� ! Cntx2
yemeklerle geliyor”

Table 2
Transition probabilities from word to context nodes.

Cntx1 Cntx2 Cntx3

Word1 9/16 5/16 2/16
Word2 3/5 2/5 0
Word3 2/8 6/8 0
Word4 9/19 10/19 0
Word5 1 0 0
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and 3 (from context to word nodes). According to these probabilities,
the following are possible random walks of at most 4 steps5:

� Word2 ) Cntx1 ) Word1 (two steps)
� Word2 ) Cntx1 ) Word4 ) Cntx2 ) Word3 (four steps)
� Word4 ) Cntx2 ) Word2 ) Cntx1 ) Word5 (four steps)

Here, the first and second walks end at nodes Word1 andWord3,
respectively. If any of them is performed, either the standard word
‘annem’ or the standard word ‘anneciğim’ is identified as contextu-
ally similar to the non-standard word ‘annim’. However, the third
walk ends at the non-standard word node Word5 since the maxi-
mum number of steps is taken without reaching a standard word.
In our work, the maximum number of steps in a random walk is
predetermined. All walks starting from a context node have one
fewer steps to guarantee a termination at a word node.
3.2.2. Transformation-based Subnormalizer
One important observation is that there are some commonali-

ties (e.g., phonetic and typographic) between non-standard words
and their standard forms. Therefore, a non-standard word can be
obtained by applying a number of edit operations (e.g., insertion
or substitution) to the surface form of a standard word and the
local context is not of considerable utility in modeling these lexical
and stylistic variations at the character-level [50,51]. We argue
that producing a list of lexically similar correction candidates is a
great addition to identifying contextually similar words in normal-
ization and hence follow a language-specific character-based
transformation methodology to identify standard words that might
be the original form of a non-standard word. Given a lexically noisy
variant, our work produces a list of lexically similar standard
words in four steps. At each step, a different transformation is
independently applied to an ill-formed word and a list of normal-
ization candidates are obtained. These lists are then merged into a
single list of lexically similar candidates.

Although some characters should be written with diacritics
(e.g., ğ and ç) in Turkish, the tendency of using ascii characters
while writing on the web results in omitted diacritic signs. In order
to eliminate the problematic use of such characters, we apply dia-
critics reconstruction (deasciification) to words consisting of only
ascii characters [1] by using a Turkish deasciifier6. The deasciifier
does not change the word formation but rather performs some sub-
5 Any of these walks might be possible in a real scenario depending on actual word
frequencies in a collected corpora.

6 https://github.com/ahmetb/turkish-deasciifier-java
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stitutions from the set {i!ı, o!ö, u!ü, c!ç, g!ğ, s!s�, I!_I, O!Ö,
U!Ü, C!Ç, G!Ğ, S!S�} if directed by the language model. Unfortu-
nately, deasciification has inherent ambiguity issues and is not free
of errors since different standard Turkish words might differ exactly
in one diacritic sign such as asıl (principal) $ asil (noble) and çam
(pine) $ cam (glass). As a first step, we identify newly produced
standard word with non-ascii characters after deasciification as lex-
ically similar to the non-standard word.

Typing characters of a word in the wrong order is a typographic
error frequently observed in noisy texts (e.g., ‘sednen’ instead of
‘senden’ (from you)). In the second step, we generate all variants
of a non-standard word by swapping each character with its neigh-
bour characters (i.e., one and two next/previous characters) and fil-
ter out non-standard words from among all generated words using
a morphological analyzer. The remaining words are then added to
the list of lexically similar words.

Turkish users on online platforms are prone to write some verb
patterns that they are accustomed to use while speaking sponta-
neously. In order to correct the improper use of such suffixes
(e.g., tense and person suffixes), we define a number of substitu-
tion rules to cover different patterns that we observe in user gen-
erated texts. In the third step, we apply these rules to produce the
standard form of a non-standard verb if it matches one of the con-
sidered patterns. The generated word is finally added to the list of
lexically similar words. 4 presents some verb examples before and
after applying the given substitution rules.

Finally, we address other kinds of misspellings by utilizing a
word suggester which can produce corrections for a non-
standard word. For this purpose, we use Zemberek NLP toolkit7

which offers several features such as tokenization, morphological
analysis, normalization, and spell checking (word suggestion). We
specify an edit distance and add all suggestions within this distance
to the non-standard word to the list of lexically similar words. For
instance, for the non-standard word ‘etmiyon’, the word suggester
produces several standard words including ‘etmiyor1, eğmiyor2,
etmeyin2, yetmiyor2’ once the edit distance is set to two8.

3.3. Candidate Word Selection

Although any candidate word produced by a subnormalizer can
be used as a standalone correction, we meld contextually similar
and lexically similar candidate words into a single list in order to
bring different perspectives together. If no candidate correction is
produced for a non-standard word, that word is left as is in the
text. If there is only one candidate correction for a non-standard
word, using that standard word is the only option. However, in
cases with more than one candidate, we first compute a similarity
score (Simab) between the non-standard word a and each of its can-
didate corrections [72] by weighting contextual and lexical simi-
larities of these words (both in the range of [0–1]):

(i)Simab ¼ k1 � CntxSimab þ k2 � LexSimab

(ii) CntxSimab ¼
min
8x2X

HTax

HTab

(iii) LexSimab ¼ EditScrab

where X is the set of standard word nodes reached during random
walks. To assign a contextual similarity score to a candidate word
b, hitting time (HTab) is used. In a random walk, hitting time refers
to the minimum number of steps taken from a starting node of the
word a to the ending node that represents the word b. Since our
approach performs more than one walk from the same starting
node, an ending node might be reached more than once. In these
7 https://github.com/ahmetaa/zemberek-nlp
8 Edit distances are shown as superscripts.



Table 3
Transition probabilities from context to word nodes.

Word1 Word2 Word3 Word4 Word5

Cntx1 9
Freqð1Þ� S1

3
Freqð2Þ� S1

2
Freqð3Þ� S1

9
Freqð4Þ� S1

9
Freqð5Þ� S1

Cntx2 5
Freqð1Þ� S2

2
Freqð2Þ� S2

6
Freqð3Þ� S2

10
Freqð4Þ� S2

0

Cntx3 1 0 0 0 0

Table 4
Verb patterns.

Non-Standard Verb Substitution Rule Standard Verb

gelicen . . .-icen/+eceksin geleceksin (You’ll come)
bakıyodur . . .-yodur/+yordur bakıyordur (Is/Are looking)
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cases, the minimum hitting time is taken. EditScrab is the editing
score between words a and b. A sentence written by using a key-
board with ascii character set cannot contain non-ascii characters
and any word in this sentence inherently misses all necessary dia-
critic signs (all at once). We argue that in such cases, a word should
not be penalized for every single missing sign but rather the
deasciification step needs to be treated as a single edit operation.
Thus, a lexically similar candidate generated by the deasciifier
has an editing score of one. The editing score of a candidate pro-
duced by swapping characters or by the word suggester equals
to one over the number of edit operations between non-standard
and standard words. Words generated by substitution rules all
have an editing score of one. The same lexically similar candidate
might be produced in more than one step. In such cases, the high-
est computed score is used as its editing score.

Our work selects a candidate word with the highest similarity
score as the best correction. However, if more than one such can-
didate exist, we benefit from sophisticated string similarity mea-
sures [32]. We compute the similarity (StrSimab) of the words a
and b using the Longest Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSRab)
[53] and Edit Distance (EDab) [47] measures:

(i) StrSimab ¼ LCSRab
EDab

(ii) LCSRab ¼ LCSab
maxðLengtha ;LengthbÞ

where LCSab corresponds to the length of the longest common sub-
sequence between words a and b. In the literature, different edit
distance (EDab) computations are explored (e.g., consonant skele-
tons of words [40] and reduced character repetitions [81]). Here,
we only eliminate character repetitions before computing edit dis-
tances. From among the candidates with highest similarity score
(Simab), the one with the highest string similarity (StrSimab) is
selected for correction. But, if no distinction can be made using
string similarities, we randomly pick a correction candidate. Please
note that our work is open to integrating new subnormalizers as
long as each subnormalizer produces a candidate list along with
individual scoring. For instance, one subnormalizer that can possi-
bly be added in the future might generate candidate words that are
phonetically similar to a given non-standard word [81]. In addition,
our approach is flexible enough to change the similarity computa-
tion by incorporating different criterion or weighting scheme9.
Finally, our work might also be used as a word suggester to produce
more than one correction candidate.
9 If a new subnormalizer is incorporated into the system, its similarity scoring
should be added to the weighted formula and the computed score needs to be in the
range of [0–1].
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4. Experiments

In this work, we performed several intrinsic and extrinsic eval-
uations to assess relevant aspects of our performance on real data.
In order to build our bipartite graph, we compiled a corpus of both
clean (�6 GB of newspaper articles) and noisy texts. Noisy texts
consist of tweets collected using Twitter Streaming API from April
to October 2015 (�11 GB), and 20 million Turkish tweets retrieved
from a publicly available corpus10. We employed an in–house lan-
guage identifier to select tweets that are written completely in Turk-
ish. Each tweet was passed through a preprocessing step with
several language-independent regular expressions for cleaning. For
instance, some of these expressions removed tweet specific terms
(e.g., hashtags, user mentions, and emoticons), special keywords
(e.g., RT and DM) and punctuations from tweets. The remaining
121,466,753 tweets (�9 GB) were finally tokenized into
1,583,254,116 tokens (with 7,401,321 distinct tokens). We experi-
mented with both 3-gram and 5-gram word sequences that are
extracted from this corpus and obtained two graphs with different
characteristics as shown in 5. A graph where words are connected
to more contexts on average would help us to explore a more diverse
set of contexts while tailoring the context of a non-standard word.
Additionally, once a step is to be taken from a context node, having
less word connections would result in a more discriminative selec-
tion (i.e., less frequent context-word pairs). Thus, our normalizer is
built on top of the 5-gram graph and performs 300 random walks
of at most ten steps from each of the starting nodes. The edit dis-
tance used to filter out some corrections produced by random walks
(3.2.1) or suggested by the word suggester (3.2.2) equals to two.
Finally, tailoring threshold is set to three. Our normalizer uses the
morphological analyzer of NUVE NLP Library11 and a Turkish named
entity recognizer [59] in order to detect non-standard words.

In this study, we compared our work with the popular spell
checker/corrector MS-Word, the spell checker of Zemberek Toolkit,
the publicly available Turkish normalizer (T-Norm) [24], and the
machine translation based normalizer (MT-Norm) [15] to show
what the current state is. We selected T-Norm since it also divides
the normalization task into two subtasks (non-standard word
detection and candidate generation) and performs non-standard
word detection using a morphological analyzer. We selected MS-
Word since it offers non-standard word detection and candidate
generation as a bundle. We considered the first spelling suggestion
of MS-Word as its best correction. Zemberek was used since it not
only analyzes a word morphologically but also determines
whether a word is a proper noun or not. However, we only com-
pared our non-standard word detection performance with the
Zemberek spell checker since our work uses its word suggester
in finding lexically similar words. We finally selected MT-Norm
since it does not utilize a separate non-standard word detection
mechanism.

We gathered our test corpus by retrieving 715 tweets via
streaming API between January-March 2016 and randomly select-
ing 715 tweets from Tweets Corpus [70]. All tweets were first pre-
processed and normalized by two native speakers to obtain gold
10 http://www.kemik.yildiz.edu.tr/
11 https://github.com/hrzafer/nuve



Table 5
3-gram and 5-gram bipartite graphs.

Graph Bipartite # Highest Avg. Highest Avg.
Nodes Degree Degree Edge Edge

Weight Weight

3-gram Word 6019 K 8637 K 78.09 1094 K 1.86
Context 237062 K 48 K 1.98

5-gram Word 5123 K# 14445 K" 114.56" 58 K# 1.18#
Context 567078 K" 2547# 1.03#
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corrections and their disagreements were resolved by a third
native speaker. The corpus consists of 15,697 tokens and 2,880
non-standard words (18.3%). Only one non-standard word was
identified in 768 of these sentences (�53.7%). Multiple non-
standard words were found in the remaining 662 sentences
(�46.3%) and 48.8% of the time, consecutive non-standard words
appeared in the same sentence. Different error types (i.e., normal-
ization categories) were observed in our test data such as typo-
graphical errors (e.g., ‘rehberg’ $ ‘rehber’), repetitions (e.g.,
‘aaagabeey’ $ ‘ağabey’), and phonetical transformations (e.g., ‘uer-
oya’ $ ‘avroya’).
4.1. Non-Standard Word Detection

Non-standard word detection, the first step in processing a
noisy sentence, has the potential to negatively affect the overall
performance due to false positives (i.e., standard words that are
wrongly identified as non-standard) and false negatives (i.e., non-
standard words that are wrongly identified as standard). To handle
the ambiguous nature of Turkish morphology, we use external
tools to determine whether a word is standard or not. In this exper-
iment, the non-standard word detection performance, shown in 6,
indeed corresponds to the combined performance of these tools on
noisy texts. The evaluation of T-Norm is not provided since it is not
possible to assess the stand-alone performance of the internal
detection module and proper nouns are handled in the candidate
generation phase rather than the word detection phase. The preci-
sion is computed as the ratio of correctly identified non-standard
words to all words that are identified as non-standard whereas
the recall is computed as the ratio of correctly identified non-
standard words to all correct non-standard words.

From among 2,880 non-standard words identified by human
annotators in gold data, our normalizer wrongly identified 190
non-standard words as standard in 144 sentences. In most of these
cases, the word is actually a standard word like its correction in
gold data. However, once the contextual content of the sentence
is taken into account, the word should be substituted by its correc-
tion. Our normalizer determined 200 standard words as non-
standard in 193 sentences. This is mostly due to proper nouns
not detected by the named entity recognizer. Some of these words
even exhibit strong indicators of being a proper noun such as sep-
arated suffixes from the noun with an apostrophe (Türkiye’den). In
a few cases, vocatives (e.g., oouvvv) and abbreviations (e.g., dk. for
dakika (minute)) are wrongly detected as non-standard words.

Our performance is very close to that of MS-Word but the
results demonstrated that our normalizer mainly suffers from false
positives and has an almost equal false negatives performance with
MS-Word. However, Zemberek had a very high false negatives rate
and a low f-measure as compared to our normalizer. Although
evaluation results highlighted potential for further improvements,
our non-standard word detection results seemed satisfactory. In
the future, we plan to develop a more sophisticated method to
overcome the morphologically rich nature of Turkish.
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4.2. Context-free Normalization

Although our normalizer exploits the context of a non-standard
word as much as possible, it can yet generate correction candidates
in the absence of local context. This can be achieved by first per-
forming random walks from the node that represents the non-
standard word in the bipartite graph (if exists) and then enriching
contextually similar candidate list with lexically similar candi-
dates. In our second experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness
of our normalizer in such cases. We randomly selected 400 non-
standard words from our test corpus and asked two native speak-
ers to normalize these words without knowing the context where
they appear. The speakers were told to trust their first intuitions
and their disagreements were resolved by asking a third speaker
to intuitively choose one of the two proposed corrections. All
selected words were then normalized as stand-alone words by
our normalizer and the reference systems T-Norm and MS-Word.
7 presents our results where we compute the precision as the ratio
of correctly normalized words to all normalized words, and the
recall as the ratio of correctly normalized words to all words that
require normalization. These results show that our normalizer
received the highest scores as compared to other systems.

Since our normalizer might produce more than one candidate
correction (if exists), we also computed agreement scores between
our top n candidates and gold reference data as shown in 8. The
table also presents the agreement scores of our normalizer with
the reference systems. The agreement score shows the percentage
of cases where the normalization candidate of a reference system
or the gold data appears in our top n candidates. We observed that
our system produces the gold correction for a non-standard word
in 65.25% of the time (261 cases). But once top five candidate cor-
rections produced by our normalizer are considered, the gold cor-
rection appears among them in 87.25% of the time (349 cases). A
similar increase was observed in comparisons to other systems
as well. For instance, the correction candidate produced by T-
Norm is what our normalizer also suggests in 40.25% of the time
but the suggestion of T-Norm appears in our top five correction
suggestions in 59.25% of the time. It should be noted that our
agreement with gold data was higher than our agreements to other
systems in all top n suggestions. The results demonstrated that
even if the right correction of a non-standard word is not the one
selected by our normalizer, it might be in top n corrections that
it produces. In most of such cases, no contextually similar candi-
date was found and from among several lexically similar candi-
dates with the same similarity score, one correction was
randomly picked. Overall, these findings supported the proposition
that our normalizer might be used as an effective Turkish spell
checker/word suggester.

If we follow context-free normalization approach for all non-
standard words contained in the underlying graph, this exclusive
system capability enables us to induce a normalization lexicon
from the graph. In our earlier work [20], we leveraged this
approach to construct the first publicly available Turkish normal-
ization lexicon. To validate its effectiveness as a look-up table,



Table 6
Non-standard word detection performance.

False Pos. False Neg. Precision Recall F-Measure

MS-Word 152 184 94.66 93.61 94.13
Zemberek 89 638 96.18 77.85 86.05

Our Normalizer 200 190 93.08 93.40 93.24

Table 7
Context-free normalization performance.

Precision Recall F-Measure

MS-Word 57.99 56.25 57.11
T-Norm 52.99 48.75 50.78

Our Normalizer 67.79 65.25 66.50

Table 8
Agreement scores between top n candidate words and reference data.

Top Gold Correction MS-Word T-Norm

1 65.25 47.25 40.25
2 80.25 62.25 51.25
3 84.25 69.25 56.25
4 86.25 71.25 58.25
5 87.25 75.25 59.25
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we also developed a straightforward normalizer where the lexicon
is used to build word confusion sets for non-standard words and a
Viterbi decoder along with a language model is used to select best
correction alternatives from these sets. The following are some
entries from that normalization lexicon:

� yaralanının!yaralının(the wounded)jyaralanın(get wounded)
� goca!loca(lodge)jgonca(bud)jkoca(husband)

4.3. Context-aware Normalization

In this work, we benefit from contexts of non-standard words as
our best effort to overcome complicated cases. To assess the per-
formance of our normalizer in detecting non-standard words and
properly correcting themwhen local contexts are available, we car-
ried out a series of experiments. As described in 4.1, non-standard
word detection might negatively affect the system performance. To
measure its impact, we also assessed the stand-alone performance
of our candidate generation and selection approaches where gold
word detection is applied (i.e., the normalizer is asked to correct
only manually identified non-standard words in test data). 9 pre-
sents the results of these experiments where normalization perfor-
mances of the reference systems on test corpus are also given. We
computed precision and recall as described in 4.2 using gold cor-
rections, and the accuracy score as the ratio of correctly normalized
words and standard words that left untouched to all words in the
test set.

Our performance varied according to whether gold word detec-
tion is applied (+GWD) or not (-GWD). Our approach for discover-
ing non-standard words (with an f-measure of 93.24%) degraded
system performance by approximately 3.1% f-measure and 2.2%
accuracy. We also observed that the importance given to contex-
tual and lexical similarities (i.e., k1 and k2) in selecting best candi-
date also has an effect on the performance (0.28%-0.35% f-measure
and 0.02%-0.01% accuracy). Once both contextual and lexical simi-
larities are of the same importance (EW: Equal weights), the per-
formance was observed to be slightly lower than the optimal
result (OW: Optimal weights) that we achieved by changing k1
and k2 in the range [0,1]. MS-Word had the worst performance
on all aspects. Although the spell checker was slightly better than
9

our normalizer in detecting non-standard words (given in 6), its
correction performance was markedly degraded on our test corpus.
This might be due to the fact that its main design goal is to correct
misspellings in formal texts. Once compared to T-Norm, our nor-
malizer achieved remarkably higher results in all metrics, such as
an improvement of 7.16% in f-measure and an improvement of
1.41% in accuracy (-GWD+EW). MT-Norm had the closest perfor-
mance to our normalizer. Although we achieved a higher precision
score, MT-Norm which does not use a separate non-standard word
detection mechanism normalized more words and achieved a
higher recall score than our normalizer (-GWD+EW). However, this
was changed in gold word detection scenario (+GWD+EW) where
we eliminated the negative impact of missing or incorrect detec-
tions. We also performed paired t-test (with p < 0:05) to measure
the statistical significance of the improvement that we achieved.
The results revealed that our normalizer, though open to further
developments, significantly improves on the previous state-of-
the-art systems (with p� values < 0:0402).

Our experimental results given in 10 revealed that neither con-
textually similar candidates (the first and second rows) nor lexi-
cally similar candidates (the third and fourth rows) alone are
adequate to achieve the optimal performance. Although our nor-
malizer produced contextually similar candidates in slightly less
than half of the cases (42.71–45.17%), most of the time the correct
standard word is one of these candidates (85.77–85.37%). On the
other hand, our normalizer produced lexically similar candidates
in majority of the cases (even in some cases with no contextually
similar candidate). But, relying only on lexical similarities resulted
in significant performance drops. These results validated that
blending contextual similarities (57.02% f-measure) and lexical
similarities (70.55% f-measure) together indeed increases our over-
all system performance (79.40% f-measure).

We also evaluated our performance in terms of whether the
correct normalization is in the top n candidates produced by our
system or not. As shown in 3a and 3b, the f-measure score was
increased if top 2 candidates are considered. In cases without gold
word detection, the optimal f-measure score was increased from
79.68% to 85.20%, whereas an f-measure increase from 82.87% to
89.60% was achieved with gold word detection. Although similar
increases were obtained with top 3, top 4 and top 5 candidates,
the amount of increase after top 3 suggestions was not significant.
Finally, we explored individual effects of different system specifi-
cations on the performance. Due to space limitations, we only
reported our results when an edit distance of three was rather used
in filtering out candidates. As shown in 3c and 3d, exploring words
that are less similar in terms of edit distance had a slight negative
impact on performance. Once the results shown in 3a and 3c are
compared for the top candidate, the measured optimal f-measure
without gold word detection was decreased from 79.68% (+ED:2)
to 78.69% (+ED:3). A similar drop from 82.87% (+ED:2) to 81.79%
(+ED:3) was observed with gold word detection once the results
given in 3b and 3d are compared for the top candidate.
4.4. Normalization Impact on Downstream Language Applications

Transforming noisy user generated texts into a form more akin
to formal texts that various language applications trained on is



Table 9
Context-aware normalization performances.

Setting Precision Recall F-Measure Accuracy

MS-Word 58.85 62.22 60.49 92.08
T-Norm 70.35 74.24 72.24 94.32
MT-Norm 78.63 80.14 79.38 95.49

Our Normalizer -GWD+EW 79.92 78.89 79.40 95.73
-GWD+OW 80.20 79.17 79.68 95.75
+GWD+EW 83.25 81.81 82.52 97.94
+GWD+OW 83.60 82.15 82.87 97.95

Table 10
The effect of contextual and lexical similarities

Setting Precision Recall F-Measure

k1 ¼ 1&k2 ¼ 0 -GWD 85.77 42.71 57.02
+GWD 85.37 45.17 59.08

k1 ¼ 0&k2 ¼ 1 -GWD 71.07 70.03 70.55
+GWD 72.20 70.80 71.49

k1 ¼ 0:5&k2 ¼ 0:5 -GWD 79.92 78.89 79.40
+GWD 83.25 81.81 82.52

Fig. 3. System performance with edit distance = 2 (a-b) and with edit distance = 3 (c-d).

12 https://github.com/hrzafer/nuve
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motivated by foreseen performance increase. Although it is widely
accepted that general normalization or application-oriented nor-
malization [79] eventually has an effect on downstream language
applications, only a few recent work has consolidated this experi-
mentally [4,34]. To our best knowledge, none is known on the sole
impact of normalization on Turkish language processing. In order
to obtain answers to the research question as to what extent nor-
malization supports Turkish language applications in achieving
their best possible performance, we studied two applications with
different focus of interest. In part-of-speech tagging, each word by
itself is morphologically analyzed whereas a deeper analysis of all
words as a whole is performed in dependency parsing. Moreover,
part-of-speech tagger and dependency parser are representatives
of applications that suffer from accuracy drops on collections from
different genres due to their sensitivity to data variations [54].

Here, we followed the methodology applied in earlier research
works [79,4]. Original test tweets were processed by both applica-
tions to obtain baselines for further comparisons. In addition, man-
ually normalized forms of these tweets were processed for gold
standards. Although manual normalization overcomes accuracy
drops due to non-standard nature of data, the output might still
suffer from the overall application performance (i.e., the highest
measured performance on clean texts). Since our goal here is not
to assess the real performance of an application but rather the
impact of normalization on its performance, we argue that this is
an appropriate strategy for setting gold standards. For a detailed
analysis, we investigated two different experimental setups [33].
In the first setup, non-standard words in the test corpus were iden-
tified and normalized by our normalizer and reference systems,
whereas in the second setup our normalizer corrected only manu-
ally identified non-standard words (with gold word detection). In
10
both cases, the corpus was processed by part-of-speech tagger
and dependency parser, and the performance scores were com-
pared with baseline and gold standard scores. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first that has performed a comprehen-
sive evaluation of the sole impact of normalization on processing
noisy texts in Turkish NLP applications using the same normalizer.
4.4.1. Part-of-Speech Tagger
Part-of-speech (POS) tagger assigns syntactic categories (e.g.,

noun, adjective, and verb) to words in a sentence [9,65]. In order
to provide a universal inventory of categories, a recent effort on
developing cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation for
many languages [58] has defined a fixed POS tag set. POS tagging
is proved to be useful for text analysis in different language pro-
cessing tasks such as language modeling [28]. However, Turkish
POS tagging is a complex task due to inherent morphological level
ambiguity. In this experiment, we used the NUVE NLP Library12 to
assign syntactic categories to all words in our test corpus. For perfor-
mance evaluations, we only focused on three frequently seen POS
tags in Turkish texts, and defined the precision and recall computing
as a variation of the methods used in [79,4]:

PrecisionNAV ¼ jNAV\NAVgold j
jNAV j RecallNAV ¼ jNAV\NAVgold j

jNAVgold j

where NAV and NAVgold are the sets of nouns, adjectives, and verbs
in the sentence to be compared and the gold standard.

11 presents the results of this experiment, where the first row
shows the baseline performance of the tagger (i.e., the performance



Table 11
The impact of normalization on POS tagger.

Setting Precision Recall F-Measure

Unnormalized 73.88 78.36 76.05
MS-Word 90.74 94.96 92.80
T-Norm 92.25 95.26 93.73
MT-Norm 93.28 96.07 94.65

Our Normalizer (-GWD) 93.91 96.72 95.30
Our Normalizer (+GWD) 94.43 97.35 95.87

Table 12
The impact of normalization on dependency parser.

Setting Precision Recall F-Measure

Unnormalized 53.02 53.76 53.39
MS-Word 71.25 70.95 71.10
T-Norm 76.66 76.17 76.42
MT-Norm 85.86 86.25 86.05

Our Normalizer (-GWD) 86.28 86.65 86.46
Our Normalizer (+GWD) 89.26 89.59 89.42
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on unnormalized test corpus). The performance scores of our refer-
ence systems are given in the second, third, and fourth rows. The
tagger performance without gold word detection is presented in
the fifth row, whereas the best performance achieved with gold
word detection is shown in the sixth row. From this experiment,
we can conclude that normalization contributed to tagging accu-
racy by an f-measure of at least 16.75%, and the improvement
achieved by our normalizer was more significant (19.25% f-
measure improvement) than those of reference systems. Moreover,
a little gain in f-measure (0.57%) was achieved once gold non-
standard word detection is available. Finally, the paired t-test anal-
ysis showed that the improvement that our normalizer achieved in
recall was statistically significant (p < 0:05) over all reference sys-
tems except MT-Norm.

4.4.2. Dependency Parser
Dependency parser analyzes grammatical structure of a sen-

tence and identifies dependency relations (syntactic or semantic)
between constituent words (head and dependent) in order to pro-
duce its dependency tree [11,29]. In the literature, successful
attempts have been reported on parsing for various languages
[21,38]. The biggest challenge in Turkish dependency parsing,
which has received comparatively little attention over the past
[22,10], is the need for establishing dependency relations between
sublexical units (i.e., inflectional groups) rather than words. New
initiatives on Turkish parsing were introduced as part of recent
cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation research efforts
[58]. In this experiment, we trained a graph-based parser [7] for
Turkish and used it to process our test sentences. To facilitate a
common evaluation methodology [4], three kinds of dependency
relations were considered, and precision and recall scores were
measured in comparison with gold data as:

PrecisionSOV ¼ jSOV\SOVgold j
jSOV j RecallSOV ¼ jSOV\SOVgold j

jSOVgold j

where SOV and SOVgold are the sets of subject, object, and verb
dependencies in the sentence to be compared and the gold stan-
dard, respectively.

12 summarizes the experimental results. The parser perfor-
mance was observed to be significantly improved from 53.39% to
86.46% f-measure once our normalizer was used. Although f-
measure improvements of at least 17.71% were achieved with ref-
erence systems, our normalizer contributed most to the parser per-
formance. However, the results revealed that non-standard word
detection had a negative effect of 2.96% f-measure on parser per-
formance. The improvement observed in parsing was much higher
than what we achieved in tagging. We argue that this difference is
due to the complexity of the task being handled. Since parsing is a
more complex task where each word individually has a potential to
affect several dependency relations, it is less robust to differences
between unnormalized and normalized data than part-of-speech
tagging. Similar to POS tagging task, the measured difference in
terms of recall between our normalizer and the reference systems,
T-Norm and MS-Word, was statistically significant under the
paired t-test with p < 0:05. Both of these experiments validated
11
that text processing stages that depend on the output of these
applications might greatly benefit from normalization.
5. Conclusion and Future Work

This article describes our normalization approach which is
based on the idea that contextual and lexical similarities between
non-standard words and their standard forms need to be explored
for appropriate normalization. To encode contextual similarities, a
bipartite graph is constructed from a large collection of clean and
noisy texts. Random walks performed over the graph by traversing
between words and their contexts are used to identify contextually
similar candidates for non-standard words. Our novel context tai-
loring approach benefits from local contexts of non-standard
words in determining starting node(s) of these walks. Character-
based edit operations are used to produce lexically similar candi-
dates for non-standard words. Our approach selects the best nor-
malization alternative from among all identified candidates via a
weighted scoring mechanism. We conducted several experiments
in order to assess the performance of our Turkish normalizer.
Intrinsic evaluations on a test corpus of 1430 tweets revealed that
our system achieves state-of-the art results, and melding contex-
tual and lexical similarities during normalization performs better
than relying on either similarity alone. The experiments where
we explored the effect of normalization on Turkish downstream
applications showed that more accurate results are obtained with
normalization, and the more complex the task being handled by
the application the more performance gain is achieved.

Although our work is a significant advance in the state-of-the-
art, it has some room for future improvements. One major area is
to improve our non-standard word detection approach which can-
not properly handle abbreviations, slang words, and proper nouns
at all times. Unfortunately, false negatives and false positives neg-
atively affect the functioning of our normalizer since leaving a non-
standard word as is or changing an already standard word results
in poor precision and recall. Another interesting research direction
is to better guide the randomness in graph traversal. Please recall
that, our graph is dense and the average degree of word nodes is
high. There are some times where the right standard word, despite
being in the graph, cannot be reached during traversals. This is due
to limitations taken mandatorily for performance issues and ran-
dom choices that are made from among several transition possibil-
ities. A special care should be taken to design a sophisticated graph
traversal strategy that would yield a better performance. Our
character-based transformations might produce so many candi-
dates with the same similarity score in some cases. We believe that
enhancing our approach by modeling the task as a character-level
sequence to sequence learning problem would improve the perfor-
mance. One important future work to investigate is the application
of our approach to languages besides Turkish. We expect that the
graph-based subnormalizer can be easily trained for a new lan-
guage and many of the techniques that are carried out by the
transformation-based subnormalizer can be adapted to or replaced
with other language-dependent techniques for that language. As
future work, we also plan to explore alternative ways of melding
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all identified similar candidates in a single list and to incorporate a
phonetic-subnormalizer so as to produce standard words that
sound like the non-standard word in focus. Finally, we plan to
cover many-to-many word normalizations.
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